1. Introduction. In this paper, we continue the study initiated in Burdzy and Williams (1986) of the local properties of Brownian excursions in Lipschitz domains. The focus in part I was on local path properties of such excursions. In particular, a necessary and sufficient condition was given for Brownian excursions in a Lipschitz domain to share the local path properties with Brownian excursions in a halfspace. This condition holds for C 1,α -domains (α > 0), but there is a C 1 -domain for which it fails. Here we consider the distributions of a selection of local events for excursions. In particular, we focus on the asymptotics of these distributions as the region of locality shrinks to a point. We show that when a Lipschitz domain is locally approximated by a half-space, the asymptotics for excursions in the two domains are comparable.
Our choice of which local events to examine was influenced by the desire to give a representation for Brownian local time on the boundary of a Lipschitz domain. The definition of local time we use here may seem somewhat unorthodox, however, it is quite natural in the context of exit systems. Specifically, we define the local time to be the continuous additive functional of Brownian motion whose Revuz measure (relative to Lebesgue measure as invariant measure) is equal to the surface area measure on the boundary of the Lipschitz domain (Revuz (1970) ). Using the results of parts I and II, for a class of Lipschitz domains that includes the C 1,α -domains (α > 0), we give several representations for Brownian local time in terms of limits of numbers of excursions of a certain "size".
Representation theorems of this type are well known for one-dimensional Brownian motion (see Fristedt and Taylor (1983) or Williams (1979) ) and have been obtained for multi-dimensional reflected Brownian motion in a C 3 -domain (see Hsu (1986) , Theorem 6.1). Although we consider unconstrained Brownian motion rather than reflected Brownian motion, we require less regularity of the boundary than Hsu (1986) , and it seems that a modification of our approach would yield a relaxation of his assumptions. Another closely related paper is that of Bass (1984) who discussed convergence of continuous additive functionals of Brownian motion. His results can be used to give some representation theorems for Brownian local time on a Lipschitz surface. In contrast, the representations we give are in terms of limits of discontinuous additive functionals that count the number of excursions of a certain size.
The key to our representations is a link we establish between the local behavior of excursions and the boundary behavior of the Green function. The potential of
Typeset by A M S-T E X 1 this connection has not been exhausted here, for further representation theorems could be obtained almost automatically once more about the Green function was known. In fact, some results of this nature have recently been obtained and will be discussed in a forthcoming paper by Bañuelos and Burdzy (1988) .
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2, introduces notation and reviews some known results. Section 3 presents explicit formulas for some distributions of excursions in a half-space. In Section 4 we show that when a Lipschitz domain is locally approximated by a half-space, the asymptotics of the distributions of a selection of local events for excursions in the two domains are comparable. These results are an improvement of those in Chapter 4 of Burdzy (1987) . Representation theorems for local time are proved in Section 5. Section 6 contains some potential theoretic results which are needed in Section 4. This section relies heavily on the results of Fabes et al. (1986) and does not use probability, hence it is relegated to the end of the paper.
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Preliminaries.
In this section we establish notation and review some known results that are fundamental to our study. The reader is advised to consult Doob (1984) concerning Brownian motion and potential theory. Fabes et al. (1986) is an excellent reference concerning the boundary behavior of parabolic functions. We use the version of excursion theory presented in Burdzy (1987) which is based on more general results of Maisonneuve (1975) .
Since the paper of Fabes et al. (1986) will be referred to repeatedly in Section 6, we adopt its notation with slight modifications.
Let R n denote n-dimensional Euclidean space for some n ≥ 2. The points of R n will be denoted as x, y, etc. In describing local properties at different points on the boundary of a domain in R n , it will be convenient to use orthonormal coordinate systems that vary from point to point. The notation (x 1 , . . . , x n ) will be used to denote the coordinates of a point x in R n in some orthonormal coordinate system, where the choice of coordinate system will always be made clear in the context.
We will then write
will be called a Lipschitz domain if it is a non-empty domain and there exists λ < ∞ such that for each x ∈ ∂D there is a non-empty neighborhood U of x, an orthonormal coordinate system CS(x), and a Lipschitz function
where Ψ r (x, t) denotes the closure of Ψ r (x, t) in R
n+1
, and for
and open interval I ⊂ R, a function f : U × I → R will be called parabolic if the first and second partial derivatives of f in U and first partial derivative of f in I are continuous on U × I, and
For (y, u) ∈ Ψ r (x, t), the caloric measure µ (y,u) on ∂Ψ r (x, t) is the unique Borel probability measure that does not charge {(z, s) ∈ ∂Ψ r (x, t) :
for every parabolic function f in Ψ r (x, t) which is continuous in Ψ r (x, t) (Fabes et al. (1986) ).
Let Ω be the space of paths ω : [0, ∞) → R n ∪ {δ} which are continuous on [0, R) for some R(ω) ≤ ∞ and such that ω(t) = δ for t ≥ R. Thus, R denotes the lifetime of a path, which may be infinite. Let X be the canonical process i.e.,
For a stopping time T let F T denote the usual σ-field of pre-T -events and let θ t , t ≥ 0, be the shift operators on Ω. For
Let P x denote a measure on (Ω, F) which makes X the standard n-dimensional Brownian motion starting from x. Analogously, P 
for all stopping times T > 0, nonnegative and F-measurable b, and nonnegative and
is a Lipschitz domain and x ∈ ∂D then there exists an excursion law H
The following is a version of the exit system theorem. See Maisonneuve (1970) for more details on exit systems and see Revuz (1970) or Williams (1979) for the definition and properties of continuous additive functionals (CAF's).
Suppose that D ⊂ R n is a Lipschitz domain and let µ denote the surface area measure on ∂D. Let L be the CAF of the Brownian motion X (with associated probability measures {P x , x ∈ R n }), whose Revuz measure (relative to Lebesgue measure as invariant measure) is given by µ , i.e., For u such that X u ∈ ∂D let e u be the excursion of X in D i.e.,
for all universally measurable functions f on Ω which vanish on excursions e u ≡ δ and nonnegative F t -predictable processes Z.
3. Some explicit formulas for excursions in a half-space.
and T = min (T S , R).
In the right members below, the symbol dx will denote the differential of Lebesgue measure in R n , dx will denote the differential of (n − 1)-dimensional Lebesgue measure (surface measure) on the hyperplane ∂D * , and dσ = dσ(x) will denote the differential of surface area measure on the semisphere S u . We would like to use this occasion to present some formulas for h-processes, related to excursion laws. Let P y,x D * denote the distribution of the h-process (i.e. conditioned Brownian motion) in D * which starts at y and converges to x; E y,x D * will denote the corresponding expectation. See Doob (1984) for the definition of an h-process.
Proof. Let T ε = min (ε, inf {t > 0 : |X t | = ε}) and apply the strong Markov property at T ε to obtain for t > ε,
Suppose that the following limit exists
The hitting time of 0 by the 1-dimensional Brownian motion X n starting from y n has the density y n 2πt
is normal with the density (2πt)
for x ∈ ∂D * . Multiply the last two formulas to obtain the numerator in (3.3). The denominator is obtained by integration of the numerator over t. It remains to take the limit, as indicated in (3.2) to obtain part (i) of the theorem. Part (ii) follows from (i) by integration.
Although parts (iii) and (iv) may be obtained in a similar, elementary but tedious way, let us point out that using the notation of Theorem 3.1,
for x ∈ ∂D * , |x| < 1. Then Theorem 3.1 (vi) and (x) and scaling can be used to obtain (iii) and (iv).
Remark 3.1. The above formulas should be compared with (8.1)-(8.3) of Hsu (1986) , although the normalizing constants are not the same.
Convergence of excursion laws.
Consider the following events:
Of course, f k depends also on D and r.
For ε > 0, let B(x, ε) = {y ∈ R n : |x − y| < ε} and T x,ε = min ε 2 , T (∂B(x, ε)) . Apply the strong Markov property at T x,ε to see that The next proposition contains a comparison result for certain distributions of Brownian motion in a Lipschitz domain that is locally approximable by a halfspace. and ε 1 = ε 1 (ρ) with the following property.
Suppose that ϕ is a Lipschitz function with constant λ and D is a domain such that
Assume that
Remark 4.1. The fraction ρ/32 appears here because it is used in later estimates.
Proof. First consider (4.2). It obviously holds for k = 4, 5, 6 and 7 since in these cases f * k does not depend on t. Recall the following explicit formulas from Section 3 and the proof of Theorem 5.1 of Burdzy (1987) . Here we use a coordinate system which makes D * the halfspace {y ∈ R n : y n > 0}.
Given these explicit formulas, it is elementary to check that for fixed r and u,
2) holds even with 1/2 replaced by 3/4. Now for the proof of (4.1) and (4.3), let
The continuity of probability implies that for a fixed x ∈ D * and t > 0,
Since f k is a monotone function of D for k = 1, 3, 5, 6, the formula (4.4) implies that for these values of k and fixed x ∈ D * and t > 0,
It is easy to see that for any fixed x, the P x probability of the union of the events
{[T ∂D > t and |X(T ∂D )| > r] and [T ∂D * ≤ t and |X(T ∂D * )| ≤ r]} and

{[T ∂D * > t and |X(T ∂D * )| > r] and [T ∂D ≤ t or |X(T ∂D )| ≤ r]}
tends to zero as ε 1 → 0. It follows that Suppose that a > 0 satisfies
where ϕ is a Lipschitz function with constant λ, ϕ(0) = 0, and for some v with |v| = 1,
, ∞). In the definitions of events
, and v and D be as above. Then
Here the d k 's are given by
ds,
dsdr,
[Γ((n + 2)/2)/Γ((n + 1)/2)],
Let ε 2 , ε 3 > 0 be small constants which will be specified later.
By the proof of Proposition 4.1 and scaling it is possible to choose ρ < min(1, 32ε 2 /a) and ε 1 > 0 small enough so that for 1 ≤ k ≤ 7,
We have obviously
The Green function in a half-space behaves near the boundary like a linear function. It is easy to see that for fixed x and z
and this together with (4.9) implies that 
Define d k by declaring that the second limit in the above formula is equal to a/d k . Choose 0 < ε 4 < a so small that {x : |x| ≤ ε 4 } ∩ B = ∅ and
Apply the strong Markov property at T , and use (4.13) together with the definition of f 8 , to see that
To obtain the second last equality we have used the fact that G D (y, z 0 ) and P y (T B < ∞) are equal on D\B, both being harmonic there with the same boundary values and vanishing at infinity if D is unbounded. Analogously,
Set ε 3 to ε/2 to obtain the desired result. As for the d k 's, note that d k /a = H 0 * (A k ) and apply Theorem 3.1 to find their values. 
Further suppose that for each x ∈ ∂D there is a Lipschitz function ϕ x : R n−1 → R with constant λ such that ϕ x (0) = 0, and in a suitable orthonormal coordinate system CS(x) where x = 0, we have (1, 0, . . . , 0) .
where the convergence holds in P Proof. First we prove an asymptotic comparison result (5.14) for the Green function in D. Fix some x ∈ ∂D and use the coordinate system CS(x). Let 
Let ε 2 > 0; its value will be specified later. Find ε 3 > 0 so small that one has (use (5.2))
It follows from the elliptic boundary Harnack principle (see the version presented in Theorem 2.2 of Burdzy (1987) ) that there exists ε 4 > 0 such that if g 1 and g 2 are positive harmonic functions in
The constant ε 4 depends only on n, λ and ε 2 . It is elementary to prove that (5.1) implies that
We can choose a sufficiently small that
where z
for z ∈ D 2 , |z| < ε 1 ε 4 a. The last two formulas imply that
for z ∈ V, |z| < ε 1 ε 4 a. Let ε 5 = min (ε 3 , ε 4 a). Then (5.4), (5.7) and (5.9) imply
It follows from this and (5.10) that
for z ∈ V, |z| < ε 1 ε 5 . Combine (5.3), (5.8) and (5.11) to see that , ∂D > ε 1 /2 so that the assumptions of (5.14) are satisfied for every
It follows from the comments following (5.14) that for each x ∈ ∂D
exists (the formula is expressed in CS(x)). The excursion laws are normalized so that H
In view of (5.6), Theorem 4.1 and (5.14) imply that for each ε 8 > 0 one may choose Brémaud (1981) and the exit system formula (2.1) imply that for ε < ε 9 the process s → N Suppose that b, c, d ∈ (0, 1), and f 1 , f 2 , g x , g 
for all v, w ∈ W, k = 1, 2, and
for k = 1, 2 and z = x, y. Suppose that
for k = 1, 2 and z = x, y. Then
Proof. Choose v 0 ∈ V so that
It is easy to see that if such a v 0 does not exist then the lemma trivially holds. By In an analogous way, we obtain from (6.5) the following inequalities.
(6.7)
By the definition of 
